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Industry concerns about who will be the 
customers of the future

 Baby Boomers are entering retirement and have been the 
core customer group for most retail garden centers (and 
thus, growers and wholesalers).

 Some within the industry are concerned about who we will 
serve in the future (others say Gen X and Gen Y will come 
along when they move to suburbia).

 Proactive marketing strategies to recruit the next 
generation of customers will benefit all.



Flowers Canada Ontario Commissioned Study
Two-part study commissioned in the fall of 2014

 Consumer research (2015)

 Online focus groups

 Synthesize results

 Create marketing campaigns

 Field study (2016)

 Recruit retail collaborators and share findings

 Communicate one-to-one to identify and adapt campaigns

 Retailers implement campaigns

 Team helps to collect measures of success



1. Online Focus Groups

 Worked with GutCheck (http://www.gutcheckit.com/)

 Over three days, asked a set of questions each day about 
plants, gardening, likes/dislikes, motivation to do more

 Group 1: Gen X (ages 30-49)
 6 days to collect 25 responses (February 3 to 8)

 Group 2: Gen Y (ages 18-29) 
 12 days to collect 15 responses (February 10 to 22) 

 Group 3: Parents of children ages 2-12
 5 days to collect 21 responses (February 20 to 24)



2. Results: Gen X Group

 15 men and 10 women

 Average age was 40 years and most 2 had children at 
home.

 Average level of interest in gardening was 2.68/5.00.

 In terms of gardening spaces available to them were 
porch/balcony (6), front yard (16), and backyard (18).

 10 lived in an urban region, 5 in a suburban region and 8 
in a rural region.



2. Results: Gen Y Group

 12 females and 3 males

 Average age was 24 years and 3 had children in the 
home

 There were 3 from an urban region, 6 from a 
suburban region, and 6 from a rural region.

 Average level of interest in gardening was 2.4/5.0.

 Gardening spaces available to them were 
porch/balcony (6), front yard (9), backyard (12)



2. Results: Parents Group

 16 females and 5 males

 Average age was 37.9 years and all had children

in the home; Most had 1-2 children.

 There were 6 from an urban region, 7 from a suburban region and 
8 from a rural region.

 Average level of interest in gardening was 2.7/5.0. In terms of 
gardening spaces available to them (and they were permitted 
more than one space) were porch/balcony (10), front yard (13), 
and backyard (13). 



The 5 Key Findings

1. It’s uncomfortable feeling ignorant.

2. Yes, online research is a big deal. But, so is trusted real-
world advice.

3. Food gardening is almost as common as flower gardening.
4. Outdoor tasks are annoying.

5. Adults want kids to experience gardening as a life lesson.



Key finding #1: It’s uncomfortable feeling ignorant

 Most people are novices and even those who see themselves as 
average are insecure about what they know.

 That sense of ignorance undermines younger consumers’ sense of 
ownership when it comes to gardening. They aren’t typical 
gardeners, because that group of people is older and has had lots 
of time to understand the mysteries of plants.

 “I know all the basics, and have had experience gardening all my 
life,” says one participant, Rachel S., who is in the 18-29 year-old 
group, “but would not really be able to give anyone tips or 
anything. I don’t have any gardening secrets. I don’t know the 
small details that can help a gardener, but I know enough to have 
a successful garden.”



Key finding #2:Yes, online research is a big 
deal, but so is trusted real-world advice
 The conventional wisdom that today’s customers are 

researching everything online was born out by our group of 
consumers. Yet the internet isn’t the last word. Many turn to 
older relatives for advice about as often as they turn to the 
internet.

 Even when a family member offers advice, online research is 
standard. The family member’s advice is trusted, but our 
participants want to learn more about what they are about to 
take on.



Key finding #3: Food gardening is almost as 
common as flower gardening
 It was no surprise that our group said food is a big reason 

gardening holds any attraction for them. Don’t rule out beauty 
as a motivator — it still outpaced food as why they buy the 
plants they do. Beauty was mentioned 27, food 19 times.

 One reason food holds appeal is that it gives younger gardeners 
a sense of accomplishment.

 The best aspect of gardening was the food, often arising from 
health concerns. Kevin R. said, “I ate the peas and carrots we 
grew last year, as well as the potatoes. If you can eat what you 
grow, it is a major success.”



Key finding #4: Outdoor tasks are annoying

 Our participants see gardening as time consuming and hard work.

 S.N., a parent, summed up many of their sentiments: 
“Unfortunately, I don’t have lots of time to invest in maintaining a 
decent garden. Having a dog also makes gardening a challenge. 
However, having the vegetable garden is a great pleasure that we 
look forward to planting every summer.”

 The culprit? The appeal of modern technology.

 “People my age can’t pry their eyes from their cellphones for a 
meal, let alone long enough to tend a garden,” said a Gen Y 
participant, Megan C. “Others generally feel it is way too much 
work, and not worth the reward. Or lack thereof if it fails.”



Key finding #5: Adults want kids to experience 
gardening as a life lesson
 Ironically, despite the negative feedback many participants gave on their 

own gardening habits and attitudes, nearly everyone agreed that it is a 
good idea to get children involved in gardening.

 “Parents should involve their children in these activities because most 
kids don’t grow up enjoying gardening, which is mostly because they 
weren’t exposed to it in their childhood,” said Jenny C., a Gen Y 
participant. “If they grow up learning up gardening, chances are they 
will partake in these activities too when they grow up.”

 “It is a good way to spend time with the kids and get them away from 
the Xbox and Playstation,” Michael R. said.



Marketing Campaigns Developed

1. Discover life at your doorstep.

2. Plug into nature.
3. Plant the best tasting meals you’ll ever have.
4. Helping you grow a healthy garden.



Marketing Campaigns to Consider

 Discover Life at Your Doorstep
 Tagline: Need a place to recharge and enjoy life? It’s as close as your own 

garden.

 Use images of outdoor living and children playing outdoors.

 The key findings addressed:

 Outdoor tasks are annoying

 Adults want kids to experience gardening



Marketing Campaigns to Consider

 Plug Into Nature
 Tagline: Give kids memories to last a lifetime. And the skills to live life fully.

 Use images of children planting and harvesting vegetables.

 The key findings addressed:

 Food gardening is important

 Adults want kids to experience gardening



Marketing Campaigns to Consider

 Plant The Best Tasting Meals You’ll Ever Have
 Tagline: Taste the best locally-grown herb, fruit and vegetables you can find.

 Promote your local growers supplying the store with photos and names.

 Ask a great photographer to use farm-to-table themes when photographing 
your suppliers

 The key findings addressed:

 Food gardening is important



Marketing Campaigns to Consider

 Helping You Grow a Healthy World
 Tagline: We’ll show you how to green up your house, your garden and your 

lifestyle.

 Focus on easy projects that will fit today’s lifestyle, like indoor herb gardens, 
attractive privacy screens ideas, and colorful window boxes.

 Offer 24/7 advice via email, online FAQs, online videos, and in person 
workshops.

 The key findings addressed:

 It’s uncomfortable feeling ignorant

 Real-world advice is values



Working with garden retailers
 We have been working with several garden retailers to 

implement and adapt the marketing campaigns.

 Most have had success implementing parts of the 
campaigns in new ways to attract younger consumers.

 Plan to file our final report at the end of December.



Keeping the Interest in 
Gardening Alive!

This project was funded in part through Growing 
Forward 2 (GF2), a federal-provincial-territorial 
initiative. The Agricultural Adaptation Council 
assists in the delivery of GF2 in Ontario.
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